Rubric for I-Search

Part 1 (Cover Page): Page 1
Your Name, Hour, Date, Topic and Essential Question displayed. ___ / 5

Part 2 (Introduction): Page 2
One paragraph (4+ sentences) discussing why you wanted to know the answer to your essential question. Bold your ES. ___ / 20

Part 3 (Applying Research/Supporting Ideas): Page 3 - 5
One paragraph (4+ sentences) answering Essential Question based on First Source ___ / 15
Sub-question #1, with 2+ sentence written response ___ / 5
Sub-question #2, with 2+ sentence written response ___ / 5
Quote from your source that helped you answer your Essential Question (With page numbers). ___ / 5
One paragraph (4+ sentences) answering Essential Question based on Second Source ___ / 15
Sub-question #3, with 2+ sentence written response ___ / 5
Sub-question #4, with 2+ sentence written response ___ / 5
Quote from your source that helped you answer your Essential Question (With page numbers). ___ / 5
One paragraph (4+ sentences) answering Essential Question based on Third Source ___ / 15
Sub-question #5, with 2+ sentence written response ___ / 5
Sub-question #6, with 2+ sentence written response ___ / 5
Quote from your source that helped you answer your Essential Question (With page numbers). ___ / 5

Part 4 (Reflection): Page 6
Half page reflection discussing what you learned, what you wish you learned more about and future questions you may have, etc. ___ / 25
Re-state your ES and discuss whether or not your answered your question. ___ / 25

Part 5 (References): Page 7
Followed MLA format ___ / 15

Part 6 (Printed Sources):
Three sources printed and attached. 1 from lib. database ___ / 15

TOTAL: ___ / 165